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Master Fingerstyle Country Guitar and Learn the Styles of the Greatest Country Guitar

PlayersMaster Every Essential Country Guitar TechniqueDevelop Travis Picking, Syncopation and

ArticulationEffortlessly Combine Advanced Chords, Inversions and Bass LinesLearn the Guitar

Styles of Merle Travis, Chet Atkins and Jerry ReedDiscover Banjo Rolls and The Secret to Effortless

Speed and FluencyLearn with tablature, notation and hundreds of audio examples of authentic

Country Guitar VocabularyThe Country Fingerstyle Guitar MethodAre you stuck with Country Guitar

Finger Picking?Do you need a way to tackle the essential techniques and vocabulary of Country

Guitar?Do you need to confidently combine country bass lines with rhythm and lead guitar?Do you

want to learn from the undisputed country guitar masters like Merle Travis, Chet Atkins, and Jerry

Reed?Do you want hundreds of Country Guitar licks, tricks and chords to dazzle your friends and

enrich your music?Â Are you struggling to Master Country Guitar and Travis Picking?The Country

Fingerstyle Guitar Method is the perfect way to master finger picking on the guitar.Part One tackles

the techniques needed to build confidence, speed and articulation when playing Country

Guitar.Â You will cover the â€˜pinchâ€™ technique, thumb picks and alternating bass lines,

syncopation, articulation, combining chord and bass lines, and soloing while holding down the

chords and bass. You will become the perfect Country Guitar all-rounder with an excellent mastery

of Travis Picking.Part Two takes a detailed look at the evolution of Country Guitar Fingerstyle and

studies the styles and idiosyncrasies of artists Merle Travis, Chet Atkins and Jerry Reed. Each

artistâ€™s approach to Country Guitar is dissected and through multiple â€˜in the style ofâ€™

examples.Â You will gain great insight into how Country Guitar Picking developed into the virtuosic

style it has now become. You will discover harmony, part layering, harmonics, the â€œclawâ€•

technique, thumb picking, counterpoint, altered tunings and muchÂ more.Each technique and

approach is combined into a musical study that gives real insight into the greatest country guitar

players in the world, and put you on the way to developing your own unique style.Hereâ€™s What

You Get:Over 100 Pages of Country Picking Essentials stuffed with 190 individually recorded

examples so you can develop your country playing at your own paceA Complete Course in Country

Fingerstyle â€“ From first rudiments to advanced techniques teaching you to play the country

classics while developing your own personal styleDetailed discussion of thumb picks, tone,

technique and the evolution of Country GuitarComplete style-files of the worldâ€™s three greatest

country fingerstyle guitaristsEvery essential Country chord, technique, bass line, lick and trick to get

you playing the right way as quickly as possibleBonus! â€“ A complete solo guitar study to

consolidate your new skills and help you understand how to combine all the techniques



included.Hear it!Reading music from paper is one thing, but once you hear how to apply it, it

becomes music. The Country Fingerstyle Guitar Method contains 190 audio examples to get you

inside the music, and quickly apply everyÂ concept in a musical way.Â Fundamental Changes Bring

you the Most Popular Guitar Books on .With 250,000 copies sold and over 3000 5* reviews you can

be confident that your guitar education is in the best hands.Buy it Now toÂ supercharge your

Country Finger Picking Mastery.
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Very good book. Takes you from the basics to some pretty advancedtechniques. Laid out step by

step in a way that's easy to follow.

Outstanding book!!! Really easy to understand and follow!!! Well done !!!!



Concise and clear. A very good educational music book.

Couldn't be happier!I've always been a huge admirer of Jerry Reed's style but there just no decent

literature on his style. While this is by no means as dedicated to Jerry as I'd like (perhaps another

book Levi?) I'm more than happy with the progress I'm making and my new level of understanding.I

was also surprised how easy it was to make my Travis picking skills (which are beginner level at

best) sound more like Merle!Another excellent book :)

I love finger style guitar and this is a great book to learn the evolution of Travis Picking, Chet Atkins

and Jerry Reed. Start with the basics and add to your technique one step at a time. When you have

competed this book you should be able to create your own arrangements using the techniques you

like, to give you the sound you enjoy the most. This is a fun book and I am sure that others will

enjoy it as much as I am. It is well written and thought out to allow you to learn step by step. I

bought the book and not the Kindle version by the way.

I've ordered other books from this company, all have been well written and laid out logically. This

book was no exception. And the price is great considering the amount of info you get in it.

Having a great time with this book. The lessons are clearly articulated and build on each other in a

very natural progression. I just wish I had more time to get through it faster, but patience is a virtue.

Brilliant book, really clear and well explained.I've personally never had much interest in country

music, but this book has furthered my playing in a way I otherwise never would have

experienced.Levi Clay did an amazing job with this book, really fun stuff to play and incredibly

detailed.
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